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Observation:  All Science Is 
Interdisciplinary

Newton inextricably linked science with math

Turing inextricably linked science with computers

Biologists will write math & code



And generate data.    LOTS.
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Case In Point: TCGA
gdac.broadinstitute.org



The Broad is a leading creator, aggregator,
and distiller of biological data in the world

Technological, methodological, or 
interpretational links seem made by good 

fortune more than intention

But it is a balkanized landscape of projects &
funding sources that feel disconnected



This need not be stupidly hard :  your brain ...

Civilization advances by extending the number of important operations which we can perform without thought.
A. North Whitehead
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Seeing that that all the pieces fit together sensibly

Digital Data are now fundamental to the practice of Biological Science

The Genomics-Era is yielding explosive growth in data production & interpretation

Is thus fundamental to the continued success & growth of Broad projects ... 

Yet we presently have no one with a dedicated, institution-wide eye on that ball



Harvard Business Review kinda agrees

}

(2+ years turning TCGA data stream into
accessible, transparent results)

Been working this angle for a while



More Related Thoughts ...
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Each group tends to talk within itself, or adjacent boundaries
But little far-reaching cross-talk across entire spectrum

This is to our detriment 
As biology continues Genomics-Era transformation from largely qualitative to rigorously quantitative

Science & Engineering Roles at The Broad Institute

We need a full-time, techno-savvy, big-picture leader paying attention to how these pieces fit together
Who prevents dogma anywhere along spectrum from impeding progress
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New Role:  Computational / Data Scientist

Bring much-needed CS methodological rigor to Comp Bios & BInfs
And a credible emphasis on scientific results & timing to SWEs
Never let dogma anywhere along spectrum impede progress



A Tale of  Two Coders
Software Engineer Researcher

Towards production deployment
Careful, deliberate design Exploratory, open-ended analysis

Towards publication

Overlapping, But Not Identical, Aims

Must be fastidious Can be messy



Computer-scientist by training / inclination
Generalist tendencies more than specialist

Publication-caliber computational research, engineering, design credentials
Can speak & write prose as well as can code

Not quite SWE, nor computational biologist
Nor pure CS researcher, nor a production engineer

But capable of talking to, and being respected by, all of them

Without (sometimes) provincial / mechanistic rigidity of SWEs
Or (sometimes) messy/just-for-publication-research coding

Bring much-needed CS methodological rigor to Comp Bios & BInfs

Big picture orientation
Cares about scientific result as deeply as biologist does

Result is better end-to-end synergy of all wings of Broad research

Profile of A Computational / Data Scientist


